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Clive Cussler The Serpent's Eye 2025-02-11
husband and wife team sam and remi fargo face a new exciting adventure in the bestselling series by clive
cussler grand master of adventure the latest action packed thriller featuring treasure hunting team sam and
remi fargo

Clive Cussler The Sea Wolves 2022-11-08
detective isaac bell battles foreign spies german u boats and an old nemesis to capture a secret technology that
could alter the outcome of world war i in the latest adventure in the 1 new york times bestselling series from
clive cussler as new england swelters in the summer of 1914 detective isaac bell is asked to investigate the
disappearance of a cache of rifles only to discover something much more sinister whoever broke into this
winchester factory wasn t looking to take weapons they wanted to leave something in the shipping crates a
radio transmitter set to summon a fleet of dreaded german u boats someone is trying to keep american supplies
from reaching british shores and if bell doesn t crack the conspiracy in time the atlantic ocean will run red with
blood bell must hunt down a new piece of technology that is allowing the germans to rule the seas from new
york to england with the outcome of the war at stake and franklin roosevelt s orders on the line bell will risk
everything to stop the u boats before they strike again

Clive Cussler Untitled NUMA 21 2024-11-12
kurt austin is back in the latest novel in the 1 new york times bestselling series created by the grand master of
adventure clive cussler
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White Death 2001-01-01
critics and fans everywhere have welcomed the entertaining new series from cussler the adventures of kurt
austin taken from the numa files cussler is in top form said publishers weekly of fire ice rich with all the hair
raising adventure and endless imagination unique to cussler this newest entry is an exceptional thriller from the
grand master of adventure fiction

Clive Cussler's The Devil's Sea 2021-11-16
fearless adventurer dirk pitt must unravel a historical mystery of epic importance in the latest novel in the
beloved new york times bestselling series created by the grand master of adventure clive cussler in 1959 tibet a
buddhist artifact of immense importance was seemingly lost to history in the turmoil of the communist takeover
but when national underwater and marine agency director dirk pitt discovers a forgotten plane crash in the
philippine sea over 60 years later new clues emerge to its hidden existence but pitt and his compatriot al
giordino have larger worries when they are ordered to recover a failed hypersonic missile from luzon strait only
someone else is after it too a rogue chinese military team that makes their own earthshattering discovery
hijacking a ship capable of stirring the waters of the deep into a veritable devil s sea from the cold dark depths
of the pacific ocean to the dizzying heights of the himalaya mountains only dirk pitt and his children summer
and dirk jr can unravel the mysteries that will preserve a religion save a nation and save the world from war

ハンマー・オブ・エデン 2004-09-01
科学専門誌 ニュー サイエンティスト を読んでいたとき 地震発生のメカニズムに関する記事に目が留まり 人工的にこの振動を引き起こすことができるかもしれない と考え この小説の発想を得た k フォレッ
ト この驚天動地の手段を テロリストが手に入れたとしたら その恐怖は想像を絶するものとなるだろう カリフォルニアの豊かな自然を守るべく エコ テロリスト と化した一団 名付けてハンマー オブ エデン
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エデンの鉄槌 と美貌のfbi捜査官ジュディ マドックスとの息詰まる対決 サスペンスアクションの傑作ここに

Wrath of Poseidon 2020-05-28
the latest instalment in the fargo adventures from bestselling grand master of adventure clive cussler who will
discover the lost riches of croesus treasure hunters remi and sam fargo are in washington dc looking for the
final clue in a puzzle more than a decade old a dangerous mystery which originally led to their teaming up for
ten years ago a chance meeting that threw remi and sam together led to the pair diving together for ancient
sunken wrecks off the greek coast but when a secretive billionaire decided he didn t want anyone diving in the
seas near his operations the pair found themselves in deep trouble only now returning ten years later do they
finally understand who and what they were up against for with the lost riches of croesus lying somewhere in
these waters their formidable enemy won t be giving up easily suddenly finding the treasure becomes less
important than making it home alive praise for clive cussler the adventure king sunday express cussler is hard
to beat daily mail nobody does it better nobody stephen coonts just about the best in the business new york
post

Clive Cussler’s The Corsican Shadow 2023-11-09
from the shadow of war comes an enduring historical mystery and a present day plot of destruction france may
1940 as the german army blitzes europe and parisians flee their city the chief curator of the musee de l armee
is ordered to take a mysterious piece of cargo out of the country but when he learns his intended ship has been
sunk the fate of his cargo must rest on a decrepit steamer sailing out under german fire decades later a diving
expedition in the english channel leads director dirk pitt to a cache of uncut diamonds on a shipwreck no sooner
than they are discovered the diamonds are stolen pitt and the numa agency now find they must face a
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murderous cabal with far more destructive plans than mere theft vital water treatment facilities around the
globe are being targeted placing the world s population in grave peril from the shadow of the eiffel tower to the
islands of the caribbean only dirk pitt and his children summer and dirk jr can locate the treasure that will save
the world from catastrophe praise for clive cussler the adventure king sunday express cussler is hard to beat
daily mail just about the best in the business new york post

Clive Cussler Condor's Fury 2023-09-05
kurt austin faces mind control technology and cutting edge weaponry in the latest novel in the 1 new york times
bestselling series created by the grand master of adventure clive cussler on a numa training mission in the
caribbean kurt austin and joe zavala catch a distress call from a nearby freighter leaping into action they locate
a damaged vessel and a dead captain clutching a shotgun while searching the freighter for clues kurt and joe
are ambushed by crew members who seem terrified and disoriented almost brainwashed the trawler they were
hauling has vanished taken the men say by baffling lights that circled the ship kurt and joe deduce that the men
are suffering from havana syndrome which deepens the mystery and raises the stakes soon they re confronting
cuban mercenaries who plan to use magnificent modern airships to hijack a nuclear submarine culminating in a
life or death showdown in the skies

タイタニックを引き揚げろ（上） 2020-08-02
カッスラーよ 永遠なれ 巨匠の代表作 ここに復刊 英雄ダーク ピット颯爽登場 映画化 日本冒険小説大賞受賞作 大統領直轄の秘密機関メタ セクションのメンバーは とある鉱石の行方を長らく追っていた 敵
国のミサイル攻撃を瞬時にして無効化しうる防衛システム シシリアン計画 を遂行するためには 稀少元素ビザニウムの入手が不可欠なのだ しかし ソ連のノバヤゼムリヤ島にあるとされるビザニウム鉱石の調
査に彼らが送り出した科学者コプリンは 巡回兵の銃撃にあって瀕死の重症を負う 危地に陥った彼をすんでのところで救い出したのは国立海中海洋機関のエージェント ダーク ピットだった
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Clive Cussler The Heist 2024-05-07
detective isaac bell faces an attack on the federal reserve in an all new adventure in the 1 new york times
bestselling series from clive cussler in the summer of 1914 isaac bell attends a private meeting on woodrow
wilson s presidential yacht as wilson addresses the newly launched regional federal reserve banks bell is
present as a security agent with his father who will be the head banker of the boston region just after wilson
introduces a plan for new currency notes the yacht comes under attack from a bi wing airplane bell shoots down
the plane with a machine gun and saves everyone aboard but the attack on the yacht was only the first of bell s
problems while responding to a curious murder scene in rhode island he learns of a heist planned for the new
federal printing and engraving building in d c where the new currency has been printed bell must track down
the thieves and the currency before the new federal reserve system and america s economy is destroyed

Clive Cussler The Corsican Shadow 2023-11-07
intrepid adventurer dirk pitt must unravel an enduring historical mystery in the latest novel in the beloved new
york times best selling series created by the grand master of adventure clive cussler in may 1940 as the
german army blitzes europe and parisians flee their city the chief curator of the musee de l armee is ordered to
get a mysterious piece of cargo out of the country when he arrives at the port of le havre and learns that his
intended ship has been sunk he places the object on a decrepit steamer that sails out under german fire in the
present day national underwater and marine agency director dirk pitt is on a diving expedition in the english
channel when he discovers a cache of uncut diamonds on a shipwreck when the diamonds are stolen pitt and
the numa agency find themselves up against a murderous cabal that soon reveals far more destructive plans
than mere theft vital water treatment facilities around the globe are being targeted placing the world s
population in grave peril from the shadow of the eiffel tower to the depths of the irish sea to the islands of the
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caribbean only dirk pitt and his children summer and dirk jr can locate the treasure that will preserve the soul of
a nation and save the world from catastrophe

The Assassin 2015-02-26
the latest nerve shredding adventure thriller in the popular isaac bell series from international bestseller clive
cussler as van dorn private detective isaac bell strives to land a government contract to investigate john d
rockefeller s standard oil monopoly the case takes a deadly turn a sniper begins murdering opponents of
standard oil and soon the assassin shooting with extraordinary accuracy at seemingly impossible long range
kills bell s best witness a brave and likable man then the shooter detonates a terrible explosion that sets the
victim s independent refinery ablaze bell summons his best detectives to scour the site of the crime for
evidence who is the assassin and for whom did he kill but the murders shootings poisonings staged accidents
have just begun as bell tracks his phantom like criminal adversary from the oil fever regions of kansas and texas
to washington d c to the tycoons enclave of new york to russia s war torn baku oil fields on the caspian sea and
back to america for a final desperate confrontation and this one will be the most explosive of all praise for clive
cussler cussler is hard to beat daily mail the guy i read tom clancy the adventure king sunday express

Clive Cussler's Hellburner 2022-09-06
juan cabrillo and the crew of the oregon must track down a nuclear torpedo before it unleashes world war iii in
this electrifying new installment of the 1 new york times bestselling series when juan cabrillo fails to capture the
leader of mexico s most dangerous drug cartel and loses an oregon crew member in the process he s
determined to get revenge little does he know that the explosion he just narrowly escaped was merely the
latest flash of violence from a machine of war that has existed for decades dating from the bloodiest episode in
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armenia s history cabrillo s corporation of mercenaries may have finally met its match in the pipeline a criminal
syndicate passed down from father to son across generations a group that sits with its finger on the trigger of a
torpedo so deadly it could level entire cities with millions of innocent civilians hanging in the balance the oregon
s crew must unravel a tangle of drug smuggling routes and international conspiracies spanning from the aegean
sea to the indian ocean putting their lives on the line to find the weapon before its countdown hits zero

沈んだ船を探り出せ 1997-12-01
ダーク ピットはカッスラー自身の分身である そしてこの著者は持てる情熱と資金のすべてを注ぎこんで 実際にnuma 国立海中海洋機関 を設立してしまった 彼とその仲間たちは 歴史に翻弄されて非業の
最期を遂げた船舶を追いつづける 汽船レキシントン 南軍戦鑑アーカンソー そしてuボート 史実を迫真の描写で再現し 探索の喜怒哀楽を綴った初のノンフィクション

Clive Cussler's The Serpent's Eye 2025-03-13
husband and wife team sam and remi fargo face a new exciting adventure continuing the bestselling series from
uk no 1 bestseller clive cussler the grand master of adventure the latest action packed thriller featuring treasure
hunting team sam and remi fargo praise for clive cussler the adventure king sunday express just about the best
in the business new york post cussler is hard to beat daily mail

Clive Cussler's Dark Vector 2022-05-24
kurt austin must find a vanished ship and stave off a global catastrophe in the latest novel in the 1 new york
times bestselling series created by the grand master of adventure clive cussler a freighter carrying top secret
computers of unparalleled capability disappears in the western pacific while searching for a lost treasure that
once belonged to the famous chinese pirate queen ching shih kurt austin and joe zavala are redirected to look
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for the missing vessel discovering that the sinking of the ship is just part of an intricate web of deception they
find themselves in the middle of a cyber war between rival groups of hackers both of whom want to control the
flow of data around the world with no allies except a group of pirates who operate under their own crude laws
kurt and joe must rescue a colleague held hostage while keeping the computers out of russian or chinese hands
and the world s digital information safe from the hackers

The Saboteurs 2021-05-25
detective isaac bell s investigation into an attempted assassination brings him to the construction site of the
panama canal and straight into a nest of vipers in the latest adventure in the 1 new york times bestselling series
from clive cussler detective isaac bell s wife has said that he is always in the wrong place at the right time this is
certainly the case when bell thwarts the assassination of a u s senator shortly after meeting the man this heroic
rescue is just the start of the mystery for bell who suspects that the would be assassins have a much larger and
more dangerous agenda one involving the nearly constructed panama canal while the senator supports the
building of the canal there are many including a local panamanian insurgency known as the red vipers who
never want to see its completion with millions of dollars and the fates of two nations at stake bell heads to
panama to find answers after a deadly bombing at the canal s construction site he is determined to stop the
insurgents or whoever is funding them before they can attack again

Fast Ice 2021-03-09
kurt austin races to antarctica to stop a chilling plot that imperils the entire planet in the latest novel from the 1
new york times bestselling grand master of adventure in the early days of world war ii the infamous german
luftwaffe embark upon an expedition to antarctica hoping to set up a military base to support their goal of world
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domination though the military outpost never comes to fruition what the nazis find on the icy continent indeed
proves dangerous and will have implications far into the future in the present day kurt austin and his assistant
joe zavala embark for the freezing edge of the world after a former numa colleague disappears in antarctica
while there they discover a photo of the luftwaffe expedition of 1939 and are drawn into a decades old
conspiracy even as they confront perilous waters and frigid temperatures they are also are up against a
terrifying man made weapon a fast growing ice that could usher in a new ice age pitted against a determined
madman and a monstrous storm kurt and the numa team must unravel the nazi era plot in order to save the
globe from a freeze that would bury it once and for all

Final Option 2019-11-05
in final option juan cabrillo fights the worst enemy from his past to the terrifying and unexpected ending created
by the grand master of adventure clive cussler in the latest action packed thriller in his 1 new york times
bestselling series when the cia realizes the identities of three american spies in brazil have been compromised
they turn to juan cabrillo and the crew of the oregon to rescue the agents what seems a routine operation turns
out to be a trap designed by juan cabrillo s greatest enemy a man driven by hate to seek the ultimate revenge
at the heart of the plot is a state of the art ship that is identical to the oregon same weaponry same technology
same ability to evade capture the only thing it doesn t have is cabrillo and his talented crew but will they be
enough to go up against the one ship that rivals their own the crew of the oregon must piece together a series
of disturbing events including the mysterious sinking of a nuclear attack submarine and the possible discovery
of a wwii era weapon that was thought to be lost in the jungles of brazil in the ultimate game of cat and mouse
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The Clive Cussler Adventures 2014-05-20
the author of more than 50 books 125 million copies in print clive cussler is the current grandmaster of
adventure literature dirk pitt the sea loving protagonist of 22 of cussler s novels remains among the most
popular and influential adventure series heroes of the past half century this first critical review of cussler s work
features an overview of pitt and the supporting characters and other heroes an examination of cussler s themes
and influences a review of his most important adventures such as raise the titanic and iceberg and a look at
adaptations of his work in other media cussler joins the pantheon of such as rudyard kipling sir arthur conan
doyle and ian fleming and this overdue volume demonstrates that beneath cussler s immense popularity lies a
literary depth that well merits scholarly attention

Clive Cussler's Fire Strike 2023-06-08
join juan cabrillo and the oregon crew in the latest explosive thrill ride from the grand master of adventure clive
cussler juan cabrillo and the crew of the oregon must battle an army of genetically engineered mercenaries to
stop a hypersonic missile attack in this explosive new instalment the adventure king sunday express just about
the best in the business new york post a hypersonic missile a genetically engineered army a worldwide plot of
destruction when juan cabrillo captain of the state of the art oregon is hired to extract an undercover operative
in kenya he lands his crew in a snakepit of trouble and at the centre of a possible middle eastern war seeking to
block the deadly ambitions of a saudi prince cabrillo s crew need to find two missing hypersonic missiles while
also facing down a force of bio hacked soldiers endowed with an unquenchable appetite for violence from a
remote tibetan fortress via the amazon rainforest to the jagged mountains of yemen the oregon team must use
every shred of courage and cunning they can muster to stop the arabian sea turning red
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Clive Cussler's The Devil's Sea 2021-12-14
fearless adventurer dirk pitt must unravel a historical mystery of epic importance in the latest novel in the
beloved new york times bestselling series created by the grand master of adventure clive cussler in 1959 tibet a
buddhist artifact of immense importance was seemingly lost to history in the turmoil of the communist takeover
but when national underwater and marine agency director dirk pitt discovers a forgotten plane crash in the
philippine sea over 60 years later new clues emerge to its hidden existence but pitt and his compatriot al
giordino have larger worries when they are ordered to recover a failed hypersonic missile from luzon strait only
someone else is after it too a rogue chinese military team that makes their own earthshattering discovery
hijacking a ship capable of stirring the waters of the deep into a veritable devil s sea from the cold dark depths
of the pacific ocean to the dizzying heights of the himalaya mountains only dirk pitt and his children summer
and dirk jr can unravel the mysteries that will preserve a religion save a nation and save the world from war

Sea of Greed 2019-10-03
pre order the latest blistering kurt austin adventure in the numa files series from uk no 1 bestseller clive cussler
kurt and his crew are in a deadly race to stop the sea rising a mission deep inside the swirling pacific their
objective to save the world a global threat the world s sea levels are rising at an alarming rate too quickly to be
caused by glacier melt a risk so big it sends kurt austin zoe zavala and the numa team rocketing around the
world in search for answers a desperate mission their hunt takes them from the shark filled waters of asia to the
high tech streets of tokyo to a forbidden secret island but it s in the east china sea that a mysterious
underwater mining operation is discovered a devastating endgame kurt uncovers a plot more dangerous than
they could have imagined a plan to upset the pacific balance of power threatening the lives of millions it falls to
the numa team to risk everything to stop it and save the world from the coming catastrophe praise for clive
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cussler the adventure king sunday express just about the best in the business new york post cussler is hard to
beat daily mail

The Rising Sea 2019-03-05
juan cabrillo and the crew of the oregon are back with a new adventure in this thrilling suspense novel in clive
cussler s 1 new york times bestselling series juan cabrillo and his team of expert operatives return in this latest
entry in clive cussler s oregon files series aboard the oregon one of the most advanced spy ships ever built they
face new challenges and nemeses as they undertake another dangerous mission

Marauder 2020-11-24
pre order the explosive new adventure in the no 1 new york times bestselling oregon files series from the mind
of grand master of adventure clive cussler the oregon from the outside the ship is a rusting hunk of junk but
beneath that decaying exterior lurks a state of the art vessel equipped with a uniquely effective array of
weaponry and it s manned by the charismatic juan cabrillo chair of the us government sponsored organisation
the corporation aided by his crew of mercenaries cabrillo takes the oregon on missions that the law can t handle
dealing justice to villains who threaten chaos on a global scale praise for clive cussler the adventure king
sunday express cussler is hard to beat daily mail just about the best in the business new york post

Clive Cussler’s Ghost Soldier 2024-09-12
juan cabrillo and his crew aboard the oregon take on modern day pirates for a surprising new client in this novel
in the 1 new york times bestselling series cabrillo and his motley crew aboard the clandestine spy ship oregon
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have made a very comfortable and very dangerous living working for high powered western interests but their
newest clients have come from the far east to ask for cabrillo s special brand of assistance a consortium of
japanese shipping magnates whose fortunes are being threatened by brutal pirates trolling the waters of
southeast asia normally such attacks on the high seas are limited to smaller ships and foreign owned yachts
easy targets on the open ocean now however giant commercial freighters are disappearing but when cabrillo
confronts the enemy he learns that the pirates predations hide a deadly international conspiracy a scheme of
death and slavery that juan cabrillo is going to blow out of the water

Dark Watch 2011-07-26
enter the latest isaac bell adventure as he is joined with dirk pitt over a century apart to discover a truth lost
with the titanic the adventure king sunday express the titanic s greatest secret is finally revealed when dirk pitt
raised the titanic in search of a rare and valuable element he never learned the disturbing true story of its
origins but upon receiving secret testimony from private detective isaac bell he s taken back to the year 1911
and a tragedy at colorado s little angel mine there isaac bell is tasked with explaining the deaths of nine miners
but all is not as it seems and soon bell finds himself on his way to europe hunting for clues concerning a rare
element of incalculable value all while being pursued by dangerous men men who will do anything to get their
hands on it isaac bell must decide how far he ll go to stop them it s a journey that can only end with the fateful
first and final voyage of the titanic itself praise for clive cussler cussler is hard to beat daily mail just about the
best in the business new york post nobody does it better nobody stephen coonts
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The Titanic Secret 2019-09-19
juan cabrillo and the crew of the oregon must track down a nuclear torpedo before it unleashes world war iii in
this electrifying new installment of the 1 new york times bestselling series when juan cabrillo fails to capture the
leader of mexico s most dangerous drug cartel and loses an oregon crew member in the process he s
determined to get revenge little does he know that the explosion he just narrowly escaped was merely the
latest flash of violence from a machine of war that has existed for decades dating from the bloodiest episode in
armenia s history cabrillo s corporation of mercenaries may have finally met its match in the pipeline a criminal
syndicate passed down from father to son across generations a group that sits with its finger on the trigger of a
torpedo so deadly it could level entire cities with millions of innocent civilians hanging in the balance the oregon
s crew must unravel a tangle of drug smuggling routes and international conspiracies spanning from the aegean
sea to the indian ocean putting their lives on the line to find the weapon before its countdown hits zero

Clive Cussler's Hellburner 2022-09-13
isaac bell may be on the hunt for the greatest monster of all time in the newest action adventure novel from 1
new york times bestselling author clive cussler the year is 1911 chief investigator isaac bell of the van dorn
detective agency has had many extraordinary cases before but none quite like this hired to find a young woman
named anna pape who ran away from home to become an actress bell gets a shock when her murdered body
turns up instead vowing to bring the killer to justice he begins a manhunt which leads him into increasingly
more alarming territory anna pape was not alone in her fate petite young blond women like anna are being
murdered in cities across america and the pattern goes beyond the physical resemblance of the victims there
are disturbing familiarities about the killings themselves that send a chill through even a man as experienced
with evil as bell if he is right about his fears then he is on the trail of one of the greatest monsters of his time
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The Cutthroat 2017
legend says that nine men once held a secret so powerful it could change the course of time now only juan
cabrillo and the crew of the oregon stand between two warring moguls and complete global havoc this is the
latest nail biting epic from the grand master of adventure clive cussler nearly two thousand years ago an
eastern emperor charged a small group with safeguarding secrets powerful enough to change the history of
mankind they went down in legend as the nine unknown men and now two rival factions of their descendants
are fighting a mighty battle both sides think they are saving the world but their tactics could very well bring
about the end of humankind cabrillo and the team must divide and conquer as they fight dual threats which
include a supercomputer at sea and satellites that can wipe out technology across the globe including the high
tech weapons on board the oregon the crew must rely on their unique skills to stop the tyrants in their tracks
and save the earth from a dynasty of terror cussler and action adventure fans will love this latest oregon files
novel the sheer insanity of the story line will keep readers guessing about what s going on until the last page of
the book chapter one has the pacing of the climax of other thriller novels and the pace from that fast start does
not let up until the end daily mail cussler is hard to beat daily mail the adventure king sunday express nobody
does it better nobody stephen coonts just about the best storyteller in the business new york post

˜Derœ Colossus-Code 2019
once again your quest to discover how my life as a gigolo began is bound between two covers and yes all of the
personal memoirs i ve recounted have occurred in my life exactly as described yet ala mr robert leroy ripley s
famous words you may choose to believe it or not on the other hand perhaps my book s provocative contents
could prove a bit too much for you while you re pondering that determination i ll reiterate that it was my mother
whom envisioned my life should be lived as a gigolo and that my personal perception s always been that living
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such a carefree lifestyle could lead to a fascinatingly splendid life one filled with fun adventure excitement and
more fortunately for all my perception has proven to be spot on which i ve now chosen to share with you my
first book introduced you to my very unique upbringing and development of a stellar reputation this novel the
second of my introductory trilogy provides you with an even deeper level of insight thusly if romance intimacy
and sensuality are all subject matters you find utterly captivating then by all means please sally forth as i
guarantee that your eyes will be opened wide and your imagination will find myriad new avenues to explore
along with intriguing places to visit and decadent experiences to revel in during your travels along the
meandering mesmerizing paths that compose these early memoirs of my life

Shadow Tyrants 2018-09-20
a dirk pitt adventure

Memoirs of a Gigolo: My Early Years - Continued 2016-10-12
join juan cabrillo and the oregon team as they battle a global criminal conspiracy when the oregon team
uncover a ship full of contraband smuggling turns out to be the tip of a very deep and dark iceberg because the
oregon s crew have just stumbled on the pipeline a vast criminal network stretching across the globe smuggling
weapons and drugs this ruthless syndicate has been passed down the line from father to son now greed and a
haunting generations old grudge means they are embarking on their most dangerous scheme yet if they can get
hold of a devastating weapon they will enact a terrible revenge and millions will die only cabrillo and the oregon
crew stand between the pipeline and huge destruction but this is the place they work best the adventure king
sunday express just about the best in the business new york post cussler is hard to beat daily mail
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Pacific Vortex! 1983
the kingdom is clive cussler s third fargo adventure whether it s lost treasure or missing persons the fargos find
themselves in a heap of trouble every time when texas oil baron charlie king contacts sam and remi fargo he
has an unusual request he hired an investigator and good friend of the pair to locate his missing father in the far
east but now the investigator has vanished would sam and remi be willing to look for them both though
something about the request doesn t quite add up sam and remi agree to help out it s a journey that takes the
fargos to tibet nepal bulgaria india and china they get mixed up with black market fossils a centuries old puzzle
chest the ancient nepali kingdom of mustang a balloon aircraft from a century before its time and an
extraordinary skeleton that might turn the history of human evolution on its head oh and not a few unfriendly
people with guns and itchy trigger fingers clive cussler author of the celebrated dirk pitt novels treasure of khan
and valhalla rising presents the third novel in his newest series following the adventures of treasure hunters
sam and remi fargo the kingdom follows spartan gold and lost empire praise for clive cussler cussler is hard to
beat daily mail cussler is the guy i read tom clancy

Clive Cussler's Hellburner 2022-09-15
第二次世界大戦末期 ユダヤ人から数々の財宝を奪い隠匿したナチス そのありかを調べ 正当な後継者に返還すべく追いつづけるユダヤ人老ナチ ハンターたち その中に埋もれていた恐るべき パンドラ計画 の
全貌は あきらかにされることなく 歴史の闇のなかに眠っていた だが パンドラの箱 が開かれるときがきた 地質学者であり高名な探検家でもあるフィリップ マーサーは 子ども時代からのあこがれだった 探
査者協会 への入会を認められたことから この謎を解き明かす大きな渦中へと飛び込んでいくことになった 極北の地グリーンランドを舞台に 冒険と謀略の幕は切って落とされた
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The Kingdom 2012-06-07
juan cabrillo and the crew of the covert combat ship oregon have barely escaped a mission on the congo river
when they intercept a mayday from a defenceless boat under fire off the african coast cabrillo takes action
saving the beautiful sloane macintyre who s looking for a long submerged ship that may hold a fortune in
diamonds but what surprises cabrillo is her story about a crazy fisherman who claims to have been attacked on
the open sea by giant metal snakes in the same area what begins as a snake hunt leads cabrillo onto the trail of
a far more lethal quarry a deranged militant and his followers who plan to unleash the devastating power of
nature itself against all who oppose them in his latest bestseller clive cussler the grandmaster of adventure
shows once again that when it comes to page turning action he s the man to beat

パンドラの呪い 2005-10-20
juan cabrillo and the crew of the oregon must battle an army of genetically engineered mercenaries to stop a
hypersonic missile attack in this explosive new adventure in the 1 new york times bestselling series when
cabrillo is hired to extract an undercover operative in kenya he finds himself on the trail of a deadly
international plot a saudi prince seeks to unleash a deadly assault on u s forces sparking a new war in the
middle east and ultimately destroying israel cabrillo s crew have met their most fearsome adversaries yet a
force of bio hacked soldiers endowed with extreme strength and stamina and an unquenchable appetite for
violence the oregon team must journey from the amazon rainforest to an abandoned monastery in eritrea
before a final showdown in the mountains of yemen using every shred of courage and cunning they can muster
to disable the ship killer missile before the arabian sea becomes a mass grave
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Skeleton Coast 2007

Clive Cussler Fire Strike 2023-06-06
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